Token Utility and Disclaimer
1) You accept and realize that UPE is not a security in any manner in any province, country or legal jurisdiction;
2) You accept and realize that this Technical Paper is not a brochure or a proposal of any solicitation, this is not
anticipated to form a security offering in any province, country or legal jurisdiction or an invitation to invest in
securities, you are not being enticed or cajoled to get into any arrangement / agreement or get into a binding legal
contract, and no digital cryptocurrency or other kind of payment should be received based on this Technical Paper;
3) You accept and realize that no regulatory authority has assessed or sanctioned the information enclosed in this
Technical Paper, no action has been nor will it be taken in agreement with the law, regulatory requisites or decree
of any province, country or legal jurisdiction, as well as publication and broadcasting or circulation, this technical
document does not mean that the appropriate laws, statutes have been observed;
4) You accept and realize that this Technical Paper, assurance and / or achievement of the initial sale of UPE or
future trade in UPE on any cryptocurrency exchange should not be construed, deciphered or inferred by you as a
sign of the virtues of UPE coins;
5) The circulation or dissemination of this Technical Paper, any fraction thereof or any replica thereof or its
reception by you, is not forbidden or constrained by appropriate laws, decree or statutes of your province, country
or legal jurisdiction and where any constraints on possession pertain, you have complied with all such constraints at
your own cost and without accountability with UPE and / or the UPROSE FINMART OU;
6) You have a fundamental insight of the procedure, functionality, utility, storage, transfer system and other
relevant distinctiveness of crypto-conversions, block-based software systems, wallets with crypto-currencies or
other related tokens storage mechanisms, blockchain technology and intellectual contract technology;
7) You accept and realize that in the case where you want to acquire UPE, UPE should not be construed, depicted,
graded or treated as:
1. Any type of currency other than a crypto currency;
2. Debentures, shares or shares issued by any person or entity (be it UPE,
3. UPROSE Finmart OU and / or UPROSE FINMART OU)
4. Rights, options or derivatives with respect to such debt, equity or share;
5. The rights under the Contract For Difference (CFD) or for any other contract the purpose or feigned purpose
is to secure a profit or avoid loss;
6. Units in the Collective Investment Scheme (CIS);
7. Units in business confidence;
8. Derived units in business confidence;
9. Any other security or class of securities.
10. Any Investment Vehicle with the implied assumption of any assurances or guarantees of capital or
Investment appreciation.
8) You are completely acquainted and know that if you want to acquire any UPE token/Coin, there is speculation
linked with UPE and UPROSE FINMART OU, as well as their business and undertakings;
9) You are completely acquainted and know that crypto conversions may have tax repercussions in your province,
country or legal jurisdiction, comprising value added tax and capital gains tax; and you accept that neither UPE nor
UPROSE FINMART OU is legally responsible for any repercussions linked to tax repercussions for UPE coin/token;
10) You are completely acquainted and know that transactions concerning UPE Coin may be standardized in your
province, country or legal jurisdiction with respect to barter exchanges;
11) You accept and realize that neither UPE nor UPROSE FINMART OU shall be legally responsible for any circuitous,

singular, minor, significant or other amends of any kind in respect of breach, agreement or otherwise (including but
not limited to loss of income, income or profits, and loss of use or data) arising from or in relation with any
acceptance or use of this Technical Paper or any portion thereof by you; and;
12) All the above representations and warranties are accurate, absolute, precise and do not delude from the time
of your access and / or reception of ownership of this Technical Paper or its fraction (as the case may be).
Warning note on forward-looking statements
All declarations enclosed in this Article/White Paper, declarations made in news releases or in any place, handy to
public and verbal declarations that may be made by UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU or their corresponding
directors, executive officers or employees acting on behalf of UPE or UPROSE FINMART OU (as the case may be),
which are not statements of historical fact, constitute "forward-looking statements". Some of these statements can
be identified using perspective terms such as "goal", "goal", "anticipate," "believe," "can," "evaluate," "expect," "if,"
"intend," "Possible", "plan" , "possible" , "probably" , "project" , "should" , "will" ,"will" or other similar terms.
However, these terms are not an exclusive means of determining forward-looking statements. All statements
regarding the financial position of UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU, business strategies, plans and prospects and
industry perspectives mentioning UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU are forward-looking statements. These forwardlooking statements, including but not limited to, statements of income and profitability of UPE and / or UPROSE
FINMART OU, prospects, future plans, other expected industry trends and other issues discussed in this UPE and / or
UPROSE FINMART OU document are matters not addressed nor historical facts, but only forecasts.
These forward-looking statements entail recognized and anonymous risks, qualms, and other aspects that could
cause the genuine upcoming results or accomplishments of UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU to be essentially
different from any future outcome, execution or anticipated forecast, articulated or indicated such forward-looking
statements. These:
1. Changes in political, social, economic and stock or crypto-currency market conditions and regulatory
environment in countries in which UPE and / or the UPROSE FINMART OU carries out its corresponding
businesses and undertakings;
2. The risk that UPE and / or the UPROSE FINMART OU may be incapable of accomplishing or executing their
corresponding business tactics and intent for the future;
3. Fluctuations in interest rates and exchange rates of currencies and cryptocurrencies;
4. Variations in the expected growth strategies and the expected internal growth of UPE and / or the UPROSE
FINMART OU;
5. Changes in the availability and fees paid to UPE and / or the UPROSE FINMART OU in relation with their
corresponding businesses and undertakings;
6. Changes in the availability and remuneration of staff who must be UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU for the
administration of their corresponding enterprises and undertakings;
7. Changes in the proclivities of UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU customers;
8. Changes in cut throat environment in which UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU function, as well as the
knack of UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU to race in such environment;
9. Changing the future capital needs of UPE and / or the UPROSE FINMART OU, and the availability of funding
and capital to finance such needs;
10. Combat or acts of intercontinental or national violence;
11. Instances of tragic incidents, natural catastrophes that influence the enterprises and / or undertakings of
UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU;
12. Additional dynamics not reliant on UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU;
13. Any risks and ambiguities linked with UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU, as well as their business and
undertakings, UPE Coin, the original UPE Coin and the UPE coin purse (each of which is declared in the
Technical Paper).
14. All forward-looking statements made or owned by UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU, or persons acting on
behalf of UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU, are evidently competent to the complete degree by such
aspects. Provided that the perils and ambiguities that could result indefinite future results or
accomplishments of UPE and /or UPROSE FINMART OU, differ substantially from those probable, articulated
or insinuated by forward-looking statements in this Technical Paper, do not put unjustified faith in these
statements. These forward looking statements are appropriate only to the date of this document.
15. Neither UPE, nor the UPROSE FINMART OU, nor any other person denotes, assures or pledges that the
definite future results or accomplishments of UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU will be conferred in these
forward-looking statements. The definite results or accomplishments of UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU
may differ substantially from those expected in forward-looking statements.

16. Nothing enclosed in this Article/White Paper is, or cannot be deemed, a pledge, depiction or commitment
concerning future work or guidelines of the UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU. ; and
17. Furthermore, UPE and UPROSE FINMART OU relinquish any accountability for updating any forward-looking
statements or overtly proclaim any amendments to these forward-looking statements to imitate future
events or situations, even if new information becomes accessible or other events take place in the future.

Information on the market and industry and the consent of others.
This Article encloses information on the market and industry, as well as projections attained from in-house
assessments, details and research, where required, as well as market study, public data and industry broadcast.
Such analysis, evaluation, scrutiny, market study, public data and broadcasts typically signify that the data they
hold have been acquired from sources that are considered dependable, but there can be no assurance as to the
precision or entirety of such integrated information.
To retain for UPE, UPROSE FINMART OU, relevant directors, executive officers and employees, no person has
complied to the enclosure of his or her name and / or other data accredited or seen as referring to such person, in
this connection it is presumed that the document and the lack of representation, warranties or obligations should
be provided with respect to the accuracy or completeness of such information by such person and such persons are
not required to provide any updates on the same.
While UPE and / or the UPROSE FINMART OU has taken rational measures to make sure that the data is precisely
and practically obtained, UPE and / or the UPROSE FINMART OU did not autonomously examine the data obtained
from intermediary sources, validated the precision or entirety of such data or the establishment of elementary
economic theories based on it. Consequently, neither UPE nor the UPROSE FINMART OU, nor the respective
directors, executive officers and employees standing-in, make any depiction or assurances regarding the precision
or wholeness of such data and are not needed to present any updates based on them.
Conditions used to aid a superior understanding of the UPE Coins tendered for purchase by the UPROSE FINMART
OU, as well as the enterprises and operations of UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU, certain stipulation and
acronyms have been used, and in some cases their explanations in this Article. These explanations and assigned
values should not be considered as determining their values and may not correspond to standard industry values or
usage. Words importing a single number should, if applicable, include the plural and vice versa, and words
importing the male gender should, if applicable, include female and neutral gender and vice versa. References to
individuals should include corporations.
No ads No data in this Article should be considered as business, legal, financial or tax advice regarding UPE, UPROSE
FINMART OU and UPE Coin. You must confer with your legal, financial, tax or other professional advisor regarding
UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU, as well as the relevant businesses and operations.
You must be heedful that you may need to tolerate the financial risk of any purchase of UPE Coins for a tentative
time period. There is no further information about the update. No individual has been or is not certified to pitch
any data or presentation not enclosed in this Article in relation with UPE and /or UPROSE FINMART OU, as well as
their respective enterprises and operations and, if given, such data or presentation must not bank on the fact that
they have been resolved or on behalf of UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU. The original sale of Coin UPE (as
acknowledged in the Technical Paper) under no conditions signify a lasting establishment or forms any theories or
repercussions that there was no modification or advancement that could plausibly lead to considerable
modifications in the business, terms and conditions of the UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU or in any declaration
of truth or data enclosed in this Technical Paper from the date of its provision.
Restrictions on investment, distribution and distribution
Trading and investing in cryptocurrencies (also called digital or virtual currencies, crypto assets, altcoins and so on)
involves substantial risk of loss and is not suitable for every investor. The valuation of cryptocurrencies may
fluctuate, and, as a result, investors may lose a part or whole of their original investment. The highly volatile
nature of cryptocurrencies trading means that market movements may have a great impact on your trading account
and this can work in your favour and also against you, leading to large losses or can work for you, leading to large
gains.
All subscriptions and investments, including those made in utility coins, are purely speculative in nature and may
involve substantial risk of loss of the investment. We at UPROSE thus take this initiative to inform as well as

encourage our investors to investigate the associated risks and invest carefully. You as an investor may also want to
seek advice from a professional financial and/or investment advisor and if needed, carry out independent
investigations before acting on any information that we have published or may publish in the time to come. We
at UPROSE FINMART OU do not in any way warrant or guarantee the success of any action you take in reliance on
our statements, white paper, material on the website or recommendations.
Information provided on the website www.uprose.io including the White Paper and other download links are
intended solely for informational purposes and is published believing it to be reliable. Information is in no way
guaranteed. No guarantee of any kind is implied or possible where projections of future conditions are attempted.
www.uprose.io is the only official website for the ongoing ICO of UPROSE FINMART OU. Any individual dealing with a
website other than www.uprose.io will be doing so at her/his own peril and risk. Neither UPROSE FINMART OU nor
its subsidiaries, officials, representatives or affiliates in any way be liable to entertain or pay/reimburse any claims
arising out of such investments and/or assurances.
You, hereby agree that the funds being invested are from a legal source and you are not barred by any judicial
department or Government for investing in Crypto-currencies. The funds being invested are not laundered nor
defalcated nor undeclared nor tainted nor undisclosed in the jurisdiction(s) that apply to you.
According to the White Paper, each Uprose ICO participant must verify his/her Uprose account in order to receive
UPE tokens.
Please note: You don't have to be verified in order to take part in the ICO. Just make sure to finish your verification
process before the ICO ends.
You understand that the residents of following countries and territories will be able to acquire UPE tokens.
Residents of countries or territories that are not in the list provided below won't be able to verify their account,
hence they won't be able to receive UPE tokens. Please, check the following list before taking part in the ICO and
make sure your country is in the list below:

Andorra
Anguilla
Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Armenia
Aruba
Australia
Austria
Bahamas
Bahrain
Barbados
Belgium
Belize
Bermuda
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Brazil
Bulgaria
Cayman Islands
Chile

Colombia
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Dominica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Estonia
Falkland Islands (Malvinas)
Faroe Islands
Finland
France
French Guiana
Georgia
Germany
Gibraltar
Greece
Greenland
Grenada
Guadeloupe
Guernsey
Guyana
Hungary
Iceland
Indonesia
Ireland
The Isle of Man
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Jordan
Korea (South)
Kuwait
Latvia

Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macedonia
Malaysia
Maldives
Malta
Martinique
Mauritius
Mexico
The Republic of Moldova
Monaco
Mongolia
Montenegro
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Norway
Oman
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Reunion
Romania
Russian Federation
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Saint Lucia
Saint Martin (French part)
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
San Marino
Saudi Arabia

Serbia
Seychelles
Sint Maarten (Dutch part)
Slovakia
Slovenia
Solomon Islands
South Africa
Spain
Suriname
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
Trinidad and Tobago
Turkey
The Turks and Caicos Islands
Ukraine
The United Arab Emirates
Uruguay
Virgin Islands British
Curacao

Important: UPE Tokens are not offered for use to natural and legal persons, having their residence or their
jurisdiction of incorporation not forming a part of the list of approved countries mentioned above. You agree that if
you invest in the ICO despite being so, you cannot hold UPROSE FINMART OU responsible for any losses that you may
incur for such false misrepresentation.
*Residents of Hong Kong are able to acquire UPE Tokens only if they have received the legal status of professional
investors.
**Residents of the United Kingdom are able to acquire UPE Tokens only if they have received the legal status of an
experienced investor (also known as a sophisticated investor or accredited investor).

Restrictions on distribution and distribution
The supply or circulation of this Technical Paper or any fraction thereof may be forbidden or constrained by laws,
decree and statutes of any province, country or legal jurisdiction. You must educate yourself and attune to any
constraints that pertain to your possession of this Technical Paper or its fraction (as appropriate) at your own cost
and without responsibility of UPE and / or the UPROSE FINMART OU.
Risk and uncertainty
Potential buyers of UPE Coins (as stated in this White Paper) must vigilantly contemplate and assess all the perils
and ambiguities linked with UPE, the UPROSE FINMART OU and their corresponding businesses and undertakings,
UPE Coin, the original UPE Coin and the coin purse UPE (each as specified in the Technical Document), all the data
enclosed in this White Paper, preceding any purchase of Coins UPE. If any such perils and ambiguities stem in real
events, the business, financial condition, performance and prospects of UPE and / or UPROSE FINMART OU may be
major and adverse. In such cases, you may lose all or piece of the accrued, acquired UPE Coins.

